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KC MOlière: 400 in 2022

ABOUT MOLIÈRE
The easiest way to explain Molière to an Englishspeaking audience is to say that Molière is to the
French as Shakespeare is to the English. Molière is
one of the most-produced comedic playwrights in
the world. Molière’s comedies have always been part
of
Kansas
City’s
vibrant
theatre
scene.
Demographically, Kansas City ranks in the top three
American cities for support of the arts.

ABOUT US
We are a fully-volunteer nonprofit supporter of arts
and education in Kansas City. We were founded in
May 2018 by a group of arts leaders who gathered to
consider a city-wide project that would embrace the
joie de vivre of Kansas City’s French origins and
Molière’s 400th birthday on January 15, 2022.

OUR LOGO
KC MOlière: 400 in 2022's Board commissioned
Christina Schafer who generously donated her time
and talent for the logo. With Kansas City in the
foreground of the French fleur-de-lis flag, it’s a direct
nod to Kansas City’s French past and its link to
Molière. Felicia Londré, President, said, “Christina
Schafer really came through for us by tying together
today’s Kansas City and a lovely evocation of 17thcentury France.”
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LA GRANDE FÊTE
The 400th birthday party, free and open to the
public, will be celebrated on Saturday 15 January
2022, 2:00-4:30pm, in the Nelson-Atkins Museum
of Art with birthday cake and Kansas City
celebrities, including our very own mascot, MoMo
(above). With Trilla Ray Carter on the Baroque
cello, everyone will get on their feet to learn
courtly moves and use of the fan (souvenir fans
provided). Owen-Cox Dance Group will debut a
Molière-inspired dance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT
KCMOLIERE400@GMAIL.COM

Our name is spelled "KC MOlière: 400 in 2022". The
"KC" and "MO" are capitalized to signify we're from
Kansas City, Missouri. The "lière" in Molière is
italicized because we italicize French words. Our
name is bolded and appears in red and blue to honor
the French and American flags. The playwright Philip
blue owl Hooser's Choctaw name should neither be
capitalized nor in quotes. Our mascot is spelled
MoMo and comes from Molière's nickname in a 2018
book by Cécile Alix, which also matches perfectly
with the abbreviation of Missouri. Only the "M"s are
capitalized
in
MoMo.
People's
names,
when
mentioned for the first time, are bolded.

EDUCATION
Education is one of our cornerstones. Teachers may
go to our website for resource guides and information
about the school programs available for booking
including Tartuffenthrope!, Mobile Molière, and
lectures. Our member, Richard Rischar, provided a
copyright-free translation available for academic
production of The Chase Scene Doctor (aka The Flying
Doctor).

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We're
proud
of
our
accomplishments.
We
commissioned the play Tartuffenthrope! (Crossing
Cultures with Chouteau and the Osage) by Philip blue
owl Hooser. We commissioned three professional
productions, inspired seven new translations of plays,
and published a coloring book, Molière and France
under the Sun King (available on Amazon).

